Read + Respond

FICTION QUESTION STEM S

why did...

what was...
Who was...

How do you think...

Why do you think...
What did...

How did...

Where were...
Why was...

What happened when...

What was it like...
Did you think...

Explain why...

What does ___ mean...
Why couldn’t...

Where was...

What is one character trait to describe...
Why was...

Whom were...

Who...
What gave...

When did...

What were...
Why is it important...

why is the...
How did the...

Why is...

What do...
What are some...

Why are...

Why do you think...
why would...

How are...

Explain how...
Why did...

What is...

How do...
Why don’t...

Why do you think...

What could...
Where do...

What is one text feature...

How are ___ and ___ the same and different...